
 

Smart Scale by Pitata Magic - Gedankenlesegerät

Flawless Precision Meets Perfection, 100% of the Time.

PITATA Smart Scale - The Smartest Way to Create Infinite Possibilities of Real
Magic.

Enjoy the video first.

Design Concept and Background

Let's journey back to 1995.

At an IBM conference, Professor Finn Jon showcased a mind-boggling
performance: He handed a bag of nails to an audience member and asked them
to extract any number of nails. Then, he reclaimed the bag and placed it on a
tray.

With uncanny precision, he correctly guessed the exact count of nails in the
spectator's hand, leaving every magician in the audience astounded.

In the subsequent lecture, Professor Finn Jon unveiled the secret-summed up in
a single phrase: "Electronic Scale." In an era with less advanced technology,
Finn Jon used the weight information of the remaining nails to determine the
quantity held by the audience member.This has left a profound impact and gave
birth to a new principle in mentalism.

Over the following three decades, numerous magic devices based on this
principle emerged, evolving with technological progress. Magicians began
utilizing programming to convert weight measurements into valuable performance
data. When combined with card stacks, the effects grew even more astonishing.

These effects were already incredibly potent. Nevertheless, we discerned a
deeper potential within the "weighing" principle. After two years and three
development stages, we proudly present the PITATA Smart Scale, ready to
share our team's innovative concepts with you.

The PITATA Smart Scale, 'Weigh more than your Imagination'.
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We hope we can truly weigh more than your imagination.

The Epitome of Precision - 100% Guaranteed! (Real-world test below)

The PITATA Smart Scale is an advanced mind-reading device grounded in Finn
Jon's weighing principle. It incorporates dozens of components, including highly
sensitive pressure sensors, to detect weight changes as precise as 0.01g. It
transforms these measurements into valuable information for magicians. It's so
precise that it can detect the weight of a single playing card or even a tiny mint
candy with 100% accuracy.

Extreme Concealment - Customizable Housing

The PITATA Smart Scale boasts remarkable versatility. The design, akin to the
PITATA Smart Memopad, breaks free from traditional constraints. Compact at
77mm * 63mm * 20mm (slightly thicker than a deck of cards), it's one of the
smallest weighing devices available. DIY enthusiasts can craft their unique
housing.

During performances, everyday objects from daily life take center stage. The
icing on the cake-these objects can be handled by the audience themselves and
given as souvenirs. This is among the most discreet and high-tech mind-reading
devices available.

Ultimate Creativity

The PITATA Smart Scale operates via the receiver or the app.

The receiver stars in these classic effects:

The Preset Stack Reading: Combine the PITATA Smart Scale with
specific card stacks to read your audience's minds. The PITATA Smart
Scale can discern their cut-to card and precisely how many cards they
have. The unit comes preloaded with Si Stebbins, Mnemonica, and other
card stacks.
Equal Weight Objects Quantity Reading: Someone selects a handful of
candies or coins, and the PITATA Smart Scale reveals the exact quantity
taken.
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These functions represent the core usage of the device. However, by delving
deeper into the weighing principle, we've expanded the possibilities in the
PITATA App to include more imaginative effects. In addition to the
aforementioned features, the app enables:

Stack Customization: Alongside the six classic preloaded card stacks,
you can customize your familiar stacks. It's not limited to playing cards;
you can create custom Billet Stacks with objects like fruits, animals, or
locations, seamlessly integrating them into your existing mentalism
routines.
Borrowed Objects Reading: You borrow five objects from the audience,
and one audience member secretly takes one. You can accurately
identify their choice. Alternatively, after preparing five objects, you have
five different audience members randomly choose one, and you can
identify each selection.
Kurotsuke & Russian Roulette: Inspired by Max Maven, this classic
mind-reading effect involves identifying the individual who took the red
ball. Using the same principle, you can replace the ball with any other
object, such as performing a Russian Roulette-style routine. (The receiver
can be specially programmed as well.)
Mental Drinks: A creative routine by PITATA team where you present
five cups of different beverages to the audience, and they freely choose
one to drink. After each sip, using your heightened sense of taste, you
can accurately reveal the specific beverage the audience member drank.
Mental Coins Prediction: Similar to Mental Drinks, you prepare coins
from five different countries, incorporating captivating stories from each
country into your routine. You can predict which coin the audience
member will select, possibly using techniques like Multiple Out or
indexes.
The Telepathy: Place a voodoo doll on a table, and you can seemingly
perceive where a spectator touches it.

Furthermore, we've organized all these effects into a reference table, providing a
foundation to substitute any mentioned objects with alternatives, allowing you to
create personalized routines reflecting your unique style.

Moreover, we've recently added many innovations and details to the PITATA
app, including a fully automatic mode, opening doors to even more possibilities in
the future.
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Summary and Specifications

Unmatched precision in a discreet high-tech design
An incredibly versatile app, unlocking endless performance possibilities
Customizable housing, allowing placement in a card case or close-up pad
Three years of development across four stages, resulting in a device with
precision to 0.01g
Enhanced with a Bluetooth 5.2 chip, ensuring robust signal transmission
Customizable card content and quantities
Comprehensive instructions, including 9+ applications and routines

Size & dimensions:

Main unit: 77mm x 63mm x 20mm
Receiver: 51mm x 30mm x 17mm

Contents:

1x PITATA Smart Scale main unit
1x Receiver
1x Charging cable

Videos

Here are four real-world test videos of the PITATA Smart Scale. These videos
not only show the evolution of the device during its later stages of development
but also extensive thinking and validation we have put into these features.

In the first part, the receiver's fundamental functionalities take center stage. Our
focus at this stage is to ensure stability and achieve 100% accuracy.

In the second part, we showcase our app's potential with remarkable routines.

Lastly, we introduce 'Auto Mode,' eliminating the need to interact with your phone
during certain routine preparations and performances.

These videos offer a glimpse into our dedication and passion for creating a
groundbreaking device. If you're familiar with similar products, you may recognize
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that some of our features have the potential to redefine the game.

However, this is just the beginning. We firmly believe that the PITATA Smart
Scale holds even greater potential. Our team is already developing more
convenient features and accessories that we will unveil in due course.

Warranty

PITATA offers a 1-year parts and labor guarantee for all products.

Service Warranty

PITATA products are professionally produced with expert quality control.

PITATA tests each item individually before shipping to ensure perfect
functionality. But in case something may be damaged during shipping or an item
may arrive defective, we will exchange the item for a new one.

Manufacturer's Warranty

PITATA is committed to quality. Therefore, we are standing by our products and
offering an extensive Manufacturer's Warranty for all of our products. The length
of the warranty varies depending on the product purchased:

PITATA Smart Scale: 12 months

Should the item stop working for any reason, we will provide FREE parts and
labor for the duration of the Manufacturer's Warranty period. Your only cost will
be shipping the item back to us for repair.

Extended Warranty

After the manufacturer's warranty has expired, we will extend the warranty period
to five years. This warranty will provide free labor to repair your unit. The only
cost to you will be for any necessary parts and shipping. Our intent is to provide
support for our products for a lifetime. Since we are a new brand, we are
personally promising a minimum of 5 years of service. With your continued
support, it will become a lifetime. Thank you.
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